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Abstract: Remote and extreme regions such as in the Arctic remain a challenging ground for geological
mapping and mineral exploration. Coastal cliffs are often the only major well-exposed outcrops, but
are mostly not observable by air/spaceborne nadir remote sensing sensors. Current outcrop mapping
efforts rely on the interpretation of Terrestrial Laser Scanning and oblique photogrammetry, which
have inadequate spectral resolution to allow for detection of subtle lithological differences. This study
aims to integrate 3D-photogrammetry with vessel-based hyperspectral imaging to complement
geological outcrop models with quantitative information regarding mineral variations and thus
enables the differentiation of barren rocks from potential economic ore deposits. We propose an
innovative workflow based on: (1) the correction of hyperspectral images by eliminating the distortion
effects originating from the periodic movements of the vessel; (2) lithological mapping based on
spectral information; and (3) accurate 3D integration of spectral products with photogrammetric
terrain data. The method is tested using experimental data acquired from near-vertical cliff
sections in two parts of Greenland, in Karrat (Central West) and Søndre Strømfjord (South West).
Root-Mean-Square Error of (6.7, 8.4) pixels for Karrat and (3.9, 4.5) pixels for Søndre Strømfjord in
X and Y directions demonstrate the geometric accuracy of final 3D products and allow a precise
mapping of the targets identified using the hyperspectral data contents. This study highlights
the potential of using other operational mobile platforms (e.g., unmanned systems) for regional
mineral mapping based on horizontal viewing geometry and multi-source and multi-scale data
fusion approaches.
Keywords: hyperspectral remote sensing; digital outcrop models; spectral mobile mapping; scale
invariant feature transform method; multi-source data integration; near-vertical topography
1. Introduction
Near-vertical cliff sections in Arctic regions such as Greenland offer excellent rock exposures,
for investigating and characterizing mineral deposits. However, the detailed mapping of lithologies,
structures, and the spatial variation of mineral–chemical content is challenging due to the inaccessible
nature of alpine, near-vertical topography. In addition, the spatial extent of these outcrops can
range over kilometers, resulting in costly and time-consuming data acquisition, mapping, and
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interpretation [1,2]. To overcome the obstacles of working in inaccessible areas, aerial surveys could
be flown deploying either oblique photogrammetric [1,3–7] or light detection and ranging (LiDAR)
techniques [8]. LiDAR systems, however, use very specialized equipment compared to the simplicity
of a digital camera, and they are generally much more expensive [8,9]. Oblique photogrammetry has
been exploited in great details in west, east and eastern north Greenland, and the culmination of this
has been the production of over 500 km vertical geological sections as well as several map sheets
covering Disko, Nuussuaq and Kilen [2,7,10–12].
For capturing geological outcrop data from vertical walls on a more local scale, considerable
research has been devoted to the deployment of Terrestrial Laser Scanners (TLS) linked to a
high-resolution digital camera, which allows the scanned point cloud to be colored and textured
using the acquired photos and further allows for the generation of so-called Digital Outcrop Models
(DOMs) [13–17]. DOMs are used by geologists to map and interpret geological features and can
facilitate the measurement of scale and orientation of geological surfaces (i.e., structures, lineaments,
units and interfaces) [1,3,13]. Despite the accurate and detailed geometric and geomorphological
information provided by these techniques (i.e., fusion of terrestrial laser-scanning and digital
photogrammetry), the mapping of mineralogy and lithology is limited to the visual interpretation of the
three broad visible spectral bands, which impedes a quantitative analysis of mineral abundances [17].
Extending the spectral range by combining visible spectral bands of digital images with hyperspectral
data permits a detailed analysis of diagnostic absorption features of common minerals and ultimately
enables the detection of subtle geochemical differences and actual quantitative analysis of outcrop
composition [18–25].
Over the past few decades, hyperspectral imaging [24] has been successfully applied for regional
mapping of rock types and mineral prospecting using airborne and spaceborne sensors [13,25–34].
These sensors commonly operate with a nadir or slightly off-nadir viewing geometry, offering
inadequate viewing direction for steep cliffs. Terrestrial imaging spectrometry using a close-range
instrument (<100 m scanning distance) with near-horizontal viewing direction has recently gained
attention for mapping of minerals in near-vertical outcrops [35–38]. Different distances from
sensor to target may comprise a continuum of spatial resolutions, and thus calculating the real
distribution of minerals mapped from the hyperspectral imagery demands co-registering the data with
geometric information, such as that derived from digital photogrammetry or LiDAR scanning [39–43].
The integration of geometrically accurate terrain/topography data and spectral information can
significantly improve collection of geological data to distinguish between lithologies and barren rock
from potential economic ore deposits. However, while close range terrestrial outcrop mapping has
been shown to be effective [35,44], it is not a feasible approach where data are to be acquired on
a routine, operational basis to provide information on mineralogy as part of large-scale mapping
operations (i.e., areas of hundreds or thousands of square kilometers). Furthermore, when dealing
with steep coastal cliff sections or where difficult terrain accessibility hinders instrumentation setup;
such scanning might not be possible. In addition, various sensor and environmental effects make the
calibration and analysis of horizontal hyperspectral scanning data more challenging than the data
acquired with a nadir or off-nadir viewing geometry [35]. More specifically, the established workflows
for correction of air/spaceborne derived data, which comprise the compensation of spectral distortions
caused by atmospheric effects, illumination angle and topography, are not directly applicable due to
inconsistent viewing angles and target distances. Additionally, surrounding topography can influence
the measured at-sensor radiance by casting shadows, blocking diffuse sky irradiance or adding
additional ground reflections [35]. Thus, the methods used to extract information from hyperspectral
data must be adjusted to fit the local conditions and minimize these effects.
The aim of the study is to: (1) provide a cost-efficient method to allow for acquisitions directly from
a moving vessel, i.e., without the need to have a station on-shore; (2) develop a robust processing chain,
which will optimize performance and reduce the time and effort required to map large inaccessible
areas of vertical outcrops; and (3) to complement Digital Outcrop Models with quantitative information
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about mineral variations by utilizing combined data from digital photogrammetry and vessel-based
hyperspectral scanning.
2. Materials and Methods
For the method of integrating hyperspectral horizontal scanning with high-oblique to
near-horizontal photogrammetry to be robust, it should be able to cope with data acquired at different
angles and distances from different platforms. The method is therefore implemented and tested
with terrain data (point cloud) generated from: (1) aerial high-oblique stereo-images collected from
a helicopter; and (2) near-horizontal stereo-images collected from a vessel using hand-held digital
cameras for Karrat and Søndre Strømfjord, respectively. To integrate the terrain and hyperspectral
datasets, the generated 3D point cloud is projected and rasterized to identical perspective as the
hyperspectral scans. A key process step in the workflow, after correction of the hyperspectral data
for the periodic movements of the vessel, is to find corresponding points between the two image sets.
To achieve this, the georeferencing step in the MEPHySTo toolbox [45] developed for drone-borne nadir
viewing angle is modified and adapted for horizontal scanning. Once correspondences and 3D object
space coordinates are found, hyperspectral derived products (mineral/lithological maps) can be used
in conjunction with the generated models from conventional photogrammetry. A 3D interpretation
and quantification of geology along the topography is then possible based on these products.
2.1. Study Area and Geological Setting
We selected two remote areas of Greenland that are currently under-explored due to poor
accessibility but have a high mineral potential. The Karrat area in West Greenland (Figure 1a) is
characterized by rugged alpine terrain that in many areas is difficult to access. The morphology here is
dominated by E–W trending, deeply incised fjords with 1 to 1.5 km high, steep, often nearly vertical
cliffs. Rocks exposed along these cliffs are made up of Archean basement and Early Paleoproterozoic
siliciclastic and carbonate sequences of the Karrat Group [46,47]. The Archean basement comprises
leucocratic orthogneiss, deformed during multiple orogenic events [48]. The Karrat Group was
deposited in a shelf environment with turbiditic sequences and carbonate platforms. The Karrat
Group sequence shows greenschist to amphibolite facies metamorphism [48]. The whole succession
of Archean basement and Karrat Group meta-sediments was later overthrusted by Archean
basement-cored nappes during the NW–SE directed compressional Rinkian event [46].
Our second test site, Søndre Strømfjord (Kangerlussuaq area) in South West Greenland, is situated
in the Southern Nagssugtoqidian Orogen (SNO), approximately 500 km to the south of the Karrat
area (Figure 1b). The SNO consists predominantly of Archaean gneisses that were reworked under
amphibolite to granulite-facies conditions during orogeny [49]. The steep coastal cliffs, which have been
scanned in this area (Figure 1b), are located south of the borderland between the late Nagssugtoqidian
Orogen and the early Kangâmiut Complex [50]. The Kangâmiut Complex comprises undeformed
mafic dyke swarms emplaced into the high-grade gneisses of the Archaean craton of southwest
Greenland and is characterized by hornblende as the dominant primary ferromagnesian mineral [51–54].
The host rocks for the dyke swarm are mainly tonalitic and granodioritic gneisses. The construction
of a tectonic structural model describing the geological development of the Kangerlussuaq area
remains challenging and the use of virtual outcrops based on hyperspectral imaging systems (HSI) is
fundamental. The rapidity of HSI acquisition on a vessel allows one to provide valuable information
that delivers not only lithological constraints but also structural control. Engström and Klint [55]
presented the results of a detailed structural investigation of lineament zones as revealed from remote
sensing of geophysical and topographic data and aerial photo interpretation, together with detailed
geological mapping at key locations. They proposed that the area has undergone several episodes
of deformation. Two stages of folding (F1 and F2) were identified along with one major episode of
intrusion of the Kangâmiut mafic dyke swarm at 2.05 Ga, and several pronounced faulting/shearing
events post-dating the Kangâmiut dykes extending from ductile deformation shearing events to
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brittle deformation with extensive faulting, covering both the collisional and post-collisional tectonic
history of the area. Prior research in the study area of interest has mainly been based on lineament
mapping and the extension of limited field observations. Not only is this work tedious but also implies
numerous assumptions due to the limited extent of in-situ data and the different scales of observation.
Our approach provides an access to the third dimension to these studies mostly based on maps.
The use of vertical cliffs allows a better constraint of the 3D geometry of those complex structures.
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Figure 1. Landsat-8 OLI images of the study areas of: (a) Karrat; and (b) Søndre Strømfjord, which
are marked by red boxes in the Greenland map. The hyperspectral sailing routes along the coastlines
(on 13, 18 and 8 August 2016) are shown as green, red and yellow colors, respectively.
2.2. Data Acquisition
Several vessel-based hyperspectral scans were acquired along the coastline of Kirgasima
peninsula while sailing from Kangerluarsuk to Inukassaat Fjord and in the Karrat region in August
2016 to complement existing Digital Outcrop Models with quantitative information about mineral
variations [48] (Figure 1a). These areas were selected on the basis of preliminary photogeological
interpretations derived from a large number of oblique stereo-images acquired from helicopter and
vessel in 2015 covering vast parts of the region [56]. For the survey in the Søndre Strømfjord, both
the hyperspectral scans and stereo-images were acquired from a vessel while sailing along the fjord
towards Kangerlussuaq (Figure 1b).
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2.2.1. Instrumentation Setup
The SPECIM AisaFenix hyperspectral scanner was used to continuously scan the full wavelength
range from 380 to 2500 nm using a pushbroom technology, featuring a spectral resolution of 3.5 nm
and 12 nm and a sampling interval of 1.6 nm and 5 nm in VNIR and SWIR, respectively. The system
was mounted on a tripod, facing the cliffs, on the foredeck of a 10 and 20 m long vessel, in Søndre
Strømfjord and Karrat, respectively (Figure 2). Each datacube was constructed in the along-track
direction by a uniform rotation of the sensor around the vertical axis of the tripod with a total coverage
angle of about 120 degrees, and was characterized by a spatial height of 384 pixels and a spectral
coverage of 624 discrete bands. To reduce the influence of the movement of the vessel, the acquisition
parameters were set to a rapid scanning speed resulting in a fast frame rate of 30–40 Hz, and a short
integration time of 23–28 milliseconds (ms) for VNIR and 15–20 ms for SWIR. The data were captured
continuously and with sufficient overlap at a constant cruising speed of 6 knots and at a distance to the
coast of 1.5 to 2.5 km, which translates into images with pixel sizes on the ground (ground sampling
distance) of about 2–4 m. Each file is approximately 600 MB, and it takes approximately one minute to
collect the spectral image (faster or slower scanning speed can be selected depending on the amplitude
of waves and speed of the vessel).
The stereo-images were collected with a handheld camera (Nikon D800E) equipped with a
35 mm 1.4 L Zeiss Distagon T* ZE prime lens that was fixed at infinity during image acquisition.
The camera was calibrated prior to field work using a test field consisting of a steel grid with around
100 marked targets, the same as that described by [57]. Images were automatically geotagged using
a GPS attached to the camera allowing for an accuracy of ± 5–10 m. The images were later used to
reconstruct the surface geometry. In the case of acquiring both stereo and hyperspectral images from a
vessel, the positions of the camera and SPECIM AisaFenix instrument were chosen to be close to each
other (a baseline of about 1.5 m) to minimize differences in viewing angles during data acquisition.
To achieve a more accurate result for integration of two datasets, irrespectively of using identical or
different platforms for data collection, the images are acquired with a (near-)perpendicular view to the
outcrop surface.
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2.3. Processing Workflow
The processing workflow towards generating a 3D-surface model by fusion of high-oblique to
near-horizontal stereo-images and hyperspectral horizontal scans consists of five steps (Figure 3):
(1) pre-processing of hyperspectral data (i.e., retrieving surface reflectance information and eliminating
the distortion effects from data); (2) reconstruction of the data acquisition geometry, referencing of
the intrinsic coordinate system to available reference points (either GPS or known camera locations)
and generating a dense point cloud (a digital surface model [DSM] can also be obtained from this
step); (3) projection of the 3D point cloud onto a view-based pseudo-orthophoto to mimic the view
direction of hyperspectral scans; (4) detection of characteristic data points (using the Scale Invariant
Feature Transform (SIFT) method [58]) followed by automatic point matching using a homologous
transformation (random sample consensus (RANSAC) method [59]) for matching the hyperspectral
scans to the generated pseudo-orthophoto; and (5) conversion of hyperspectral products (i.e., mineral
maps, etc.) into the 3D-surface model using the transformation matrix calculated in the previous step
and the original pixel location information. Further details of how the workflow is accomplished are
described in the following sections.
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2.3.1. Pre-Processing of Hyperspectral Data
Pre-processing of hyperspectral data is an essential step for transferring the raw data into
physically meaningful values and thus to implement quantitative analysis. The choice of procedure
may largely depend on the spectral properties of the materials of interest. In other words, differentiating
minerals with pronounced spectra differences requires less complex corrections as compared to
minerals with similar spectral features. Very accurate radiometric corrections demand extensive
information on the scene geometry and the atmospheric conditions at the time of acquisition.
This information is usually not available during exploration in remote or inaccessible areas. As we
aimed at developing a general workflow for integration of 3D-photogrammetry with vessel-based
hyperspectral imaging, we focused on robust standard pre-processing steps. We balanced the
needs for spectral accuracy with the costs extra steps would generate for a rapid and robust data
acquisition. The aim is, therefore, not to provide the most accurate dataset but to allow the best data
acquisition without penalizing the other exploration activities in a time and cost efficient manner.
Detailed atmospheric/radiometric and topographic corrections are beyond the scope of this paper and
will be discussed in a forthcoming paper [60].
In the first step, the raw spectral data recorded by the SPECIM AisaFenix scanner were converted
into at-sensor radiances, using SPECIM’s CaligeoPRO software (version 2.2.16; Specim Spectral
Imaging Ltd, Oulu, Finland) and spectral calibration files provided by the sensor manufacturer
(Figure 3). The at-sensor radiance was then transferred into relative reflectance using the empirical
line approach that removes the solar irradiance and the atmospheric path radiance in the image [61].
Reference spectra were provided by white panel (Spectralon, SRT-99-050) measurements with the
panel positioned on the vessel during data acquisition. Using additional panels in different shades
of grey could be a straightforward solution to avoid over-saturation of the white panel that was not
available during the acquisition campaign. The panel is captured in every single scan to account
for illumination changes between different scenes. Several factors posed challenges to the setup of
hyperspectral data acquisition. First, positioning of the panel with the same distance and orientation
as the outcrop was not feasible due to the inaccessibility of the observed outcrop, and the fact that
the platform was in motion. As a result, several considerations needed to be taken into account to
retrieve more accurate spectra as the atmosphere (water vapor) between the sensor and the outcrop
influences the acquired spectra. Additionally, distances between the sensor and distant/nearby outcrop
differed within one scene, which subsequently caused variations in the depths of atmospheric features.
More specifically, larger distances lead to more prominent and sharper atmospheric features in the
spectra. Therefore, an atmospheric reference spectrum is required to correct for these atmospheric
effects. Since the positions and relations between the single atmospheric absorption features are highly
dependent on the composition of the atmosphere and the concentration of the single elements, it is
preferable to extract the reference spectrum from the image itself (e.g., dark objects) [62,63]. The image
can then be corrected by adapting the depths of the reference atmospheric absorption spectrum, and
multiplying each original pixel spectrum with the adjusted reference spectrum.
Next, water, sky and low albedo pixels were identified and masked from reflectance images using
a binary mask (Figure 3). To generate the mask, representative spectra were collected and averaged
from reflectance data for sky, water, vegetation, and the rock exposure (Figure 4a). Based on visual
inspection, the profiles of the respective spectra indicated high contrast within the wavelength range
of 2004–2453 nm and thus this range was considered appropriate to differentiate the (bright) outcrop
and vegetation pixels from (dark) sky and water pixels (Figure 4a). Next, the mean reflectance value
was calculated throughout the selected bands for all the pixels and a single band image (here referred
to as mean reflectance image) was generated. Figure 4b displays the histogram plot of the calculated
statistics for the generated image. Number of pixels and mean reflectance values are shown in y
and x-axis, respectively. Water and sky spectra show lower reflectance values (mean < 0.26) within
the aforementioned range as compared to vegetation and rock exposure end-members (Figure 4a,b).
Based on the statistics of the mean reflectance at wavelengths 2004–2453 nm, a threshold of 0.26 (red
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dashed line in Figure 4b) was set to mask out pixels related to water, sky and deep topographic shading.
This threshold varies slightly from acquisition to acquisition (usually most successful around 0.2)
but is straightforward to identify as shown here. Masking vegetation was done by calculating the
Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) [64]. The masking threshold can be adjusted in the
range between 0.35 and 0.6 for sparse to dense vegetation. Two morphological operations of erosion
and dilation [65] were then applied on the generated mask to remove single isolated pixels outside the
outcrop-area and fill in the gaps inside the outcrop-area.
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(b) Histogram plot of the mean reflectance values over the wavelength range selected in a) for all the
pixels. The dotted red line indicates the selected masking threshold to differentiate the rock exposure
and vegetation from sky and water pixels.
In the next step, the distortion effects originating from the periodic movements of the vessel were
eliminated from the hyperspectral scans. The coastline was extracted for this purpose, by finding the
last non-zero pixel in each column of the aforementioned binary mask (from top to bottom; Figure 5b).
Considering the large distance between the sensor and the coastline during data acquisition, the
general coastline trend is assumed to be a flat line and was thus predicted with line-regression model
(see general coastline trend in Figure 5b,e). The difference between the extracted coastline (from the
binary mask, see extracted coastline in Figure 5b,e) and the reference coastline (the general coastline
trend) defines the amount of shift to be applied for each column along the width of image (i.e., the
correction curve) to aut matically eliminate the effect f waves. Savitzky–Golay filtering was applied
to smooth the calculated correction curve and remove outlier pixels r maining from the masking
process [66] (see smoothed correctio curve in Figure 5b,e). This is achieved in a convolution process,
in which successive sub-sets (window size of 21 pixels) of adjacent data points are fitted with a
second-order polynomial by the method of linear least squares. When the data points are equally
spaced, an analytical solution to the least-squares equations can be found in the form of a single set of
convolution coefficients. These coefficients were then applied to all data sub-sets to provide estimates
of the smoothed coastline at the central point of each sub-set. Each column of the reflectance image
(Figure 5a) was then shifted according to the calculated “shift values” (see smoothed correction curve
in Figure 5b,e), thus correcting the image for the effect of the waves (Figure 5c).
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Figure 5. Schematic workflow to correct for wave-related image distortions for: Karrat (a–c) and
Søndre Strømfjord (d–f). (a,d) Original reflectance images are displayed using spectral true color
representative bands (R: 640 nm; G: 550 nm; and B: 470 nm), featuring distortion effects originating
from the periodic movements of the vessel; (b,e) reflectance image after masking water, sky, vegetation
and low albedo pixels (indicated by white pixels); and (c,f) resulting wave-corrected reflectance image.
The amount of shift (4) to be applied for each image column is calculated by first subtracting the values
of the general coastline trend (2) from the values of the extracted coastline (1) and afterwards applying
a Savitzky–Golay filter for smoothing and removing outlier pixels.
2.3.2. Geolocation of the Stereo-Images and Point Cloud Generation
Different approaches and software p ckages (fre w re as well as commercial) exist for
the extraction of point cloud data fr m stereo-imagery. F r the Kar at egion, we used a
Structure-from-Motion (SfM) approach in the Agisoft PhotoScan software for photogrammetric
pr cessing of digital images [67,68] to generate tie points ( mmon points between the images).
Depending on the quality of the ca era location data available (for example, GPS data collected
together with the images), it would be possible to use this information as input into the bundle
adjustment solution in any SfM software and in the further processing chain. 3D Stereo Blend was used
to triangulate the images using the raw-image matches from Agisoft together with a combination of
pass points from monochrome aerotriangulated aerial photographs, GPS data and photogrammetrically
measured sea-level points. The root mean square error on the triangulation, which is an estimate on
how well the images fit the control source (aerotriangulated aerial photographs), is equal to around
3 m in x, y, and z dimensions. The resultant camera locations and orientations were then used in the
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next step to generate a dense point cloud using the multi-view stereo reconstruction algorithm residing
within Agisoft Photoscan.
Due to the lack of aerial photographs in Søndre Strømfjord region, a dense point cloud was
generated from the vessel-based stereo-images using multi-view stereo reconstruction algorithm.
GPS data collected together with the images were used for absolute positioning of the point cloud.
The generated point cloud has an average point density of 0.25 points·m−2.
2.3.3. Projection of the 3D Point Cloud onto a 2D Pseudo-Orthophoto
The generated point cloud (Figure 6a) was projected onto a 2D-plane to mimic the viewing
angle of the hyperspectral scenes in what we call a pseudo-orthophoto (Figure 6b). This was done
by transforming, in a first step, the point cloud onto a sphere with the center point corresponding
to the hyperspectral camera GPS position. Secondly, the transformed point cloud was projected
cylindrically according to the camera viewing direction and rasterized into a RGB GeoTiff image
(pseudo-orthophoto), preserving the original point locations as scalar values in additional image bands.
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Figure 6. (a) Orthographic view of the interpolated point cloud for Karrat, where x, y and z axes
are indicated by red, green and blue colors, respectively; and (b) generated pseudo-orthophoto from
view-based projection of 3D point cloud.
2.3.4. Matching the Hyperspectral Scans to the Pseudo-Orthophoto
To derive the spatial information per pixel for the hyperspectral imagery, these data were
registered to the pseudo-orthophoto. The SIFT method was used for extracting distinctive features,
invariant to image scale and rotation, that can be used to perform reliable matching between the two
image sets acquired from different viewpoints and with different spatial resolutions and geometric
projections [58]. This image-matching algorithm provides robust matching across a substantial range of
affine istortio , for significant noise levels, complex geometric and difficult radiometric co ditions and
is abl to handle th differences in visible appearance of features in different parts of the electromagnetic
spectrum [69–75].
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The SIFT detector operates on a single greyscale image band; therefore, the algorithm was applied
on each of the three bands of the pseudo-orthophoto separately. On the other hand, hyperspectral
images consist of hundreds of spectral bands and matching more than 600 hyperspectral bands with
the covering pseudo-orthophoto is feasible but inefficient and time consuming. The observations
suggest that the number of homologous points matched between a hyperspectral band and the
covering pseudo-orthophoto varies with the wavelength, with an overall trend of fewer points to be
found as a function of increasing wavelengths [42,76,77]. Furthermore, a unique point, representing
a single object, is matched across multiple spectral bands if the full contiguous wavelength range
(nominally 380–2500 nm) is used for the matching step. Therefore, a systematic sampling approach
was used with equal intervals (i.e., 20 bands), across the entire spectral range of the SPECIM
AisaFenix camera to uniformly represent the entire spectral range of the sensor, whilst limiting
the information loss (maintaining the number of homologous points). Using an optimal band selection
routine maximizes the number of unique points found while minimizing the input data for the SIFT
algorithm [42]. Each band analyzed contributes with characteristic keypoints, which were compared
with the extracted keypoints of the orthophoto using the FLANN matcher library [78] to find matching
keypoints between both datasets. False matches were eliminated by fitting a fundamental matrix
model with the RANSAC method [59], resulting in homologous points. Optionally, to optimize the
matching conditions and shorten the processing time, the pseudo-orthophoto can be down-sampled
using an area-based interpolation by a scale factor approximately equal to the ratio of the differences in
pixel dimensions between the two images. As a result, the hyperspectral scans and pseudo-orthophoto
will have nearly identical object sampling resolutions. It should be noted that increasing the number
of matching points by changing the parameters does not necessarily increase the accuracy and can
cause errors and uncertainties (wrong matches).
2.4. Spectral Mapping
Following surface reflectance calibration and elimination of distortion, the hyperspectral images
can then be used for subsequent mapping and interpretation. In the present paper, three different
mapping methods, namely Wavelength of Minimum [79,80], Minimum Noise Fraction (MNF)
transformation [81,82] and Spectral Angle Mapper (SAM) classification [83] were applied to test
the applicability of the data for mineral mapping. Non-geological material (such as vegetation) and
areas strongly affected by shadows are masked (Section 2.3.1) and excluded from HIS data cubes
before applying the mapping methods. The study was based on processing of the full wavelength
range of 380–2500 nm for the SAM and MNF methods, whereas specific wavelength intervals in the
SWIR region are selected for Minimum Wavelength Mapping. In addition to this, photogrammetric
terrain data was used to extract structural information in the area, which was subsequently integrated
with hyperspectral data to understand the impact of structure on spatial distribution of the minerals.
The Minimum Wavelength Mapping method is employed to explore mineral diversity and
associations in the images [79]. This method is particularly useful in areas, where field validation is
sparse and with imagery containing shallow spectral features. First, the deepest absorption features in
a specified spectral range related to AlOH (~2160 to 2220 nm), FeOH (~2220 to 2300 nm), and MgOH
(~2300 to 2360 nm) bonds are determined [84–86]. The absorption around (~2300 to 2350 nm) also
characterizes carbonates (CO3) [84,87]; however, based on available geological maps and our field
observations, no carbonates are present in the study areas. Therefore, in this case, additional smaller
absorptions around 2300 and 2350 nm are characteristic of the Fe/AlOH and Fe2OH combination
bands in phyllosilicates [88]. To highlight spectral absorptions, a continuum removal is performed over
the wavelength interval. The continuum is removed for each pixel by calculation of a convex hull and
its subsequent removal by division, which resulted in a normalization of the reflectance spectra to their
continuum [89]. From the resulting image maps, an assessment of the dominant groups of minerals
and their spatial distribution can be readily made and subtle spectral features can be analyzed.
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A MNF transformation is performed on the georeferenced wave corrected hyperspectral imagery
to determine the inherent dimensionality of image data and to reduce the computational requirements
for subsequent processing [81,82]. For most images, the first 10–15 components of the MNF
transformation show high eigenvalues (>4.5) and appear spatially coherent. Components with low and
nearly equal eigenvalues were interpreted to contain mainly random noise. End-member (the spectrally
most pure pixels) selection is carried out using the Pixel Purity Index (PPI) technique [90]. The PPI
process exploits convex geometry concepts in the n-dimensional data space of the MNF-processed
hyperspectral data. Spectra can be thought of as points in an n-dimensional scatter plot, where “n”
is the number of MNF bands or dimensions. The n-D Visualizer is used to rotate the data cloud,
and to find the end-members by locating and clustering the purest pixels in n-dimensional space.
End-member spectra are defined by the interpretation of absorption features, and comparison with
the United States Geological Survey (USGS) spectral library. This set of end-member signatures is
then used in the SAM algorithm to determine locations of end-members [83]. This method is based
on spectral curve analysis and is relatively insensitive to illumination and albedo effects. Since the
topographic correction corrects for the relative spectral intensity between pixels without changing the
spectral shape itself, and no topographic correction is conducted in this study, SAM is a well-suited
technique to perform the classification. SAM compares the angle between the end-member spectrum
and each pixel vector in n-dimensional space and produces a classified image based on the SAM
Maximum Angle Threshold. Smaller angles represent closer (better) matches to the reference spectrum.
Increasing this threshold may result in a more spatially coherent image; however, the overall pixel
matches will not be as good as for the lower threshold. The output from SAM is a classified image




The wavelength mapping approach does not require prior definition of the end-members or any
knowledge of the site conditions, as the absorption wavelength positions and depths of the major
absorption features are extracted automatically. Figures 7 and 8 show the resulting wavelength position
maps highlighting lithological variations associated with differences in the abundance of AlOH, FeOH
and MgOH bearing minerals for Karrat and Søndre Strømfjord regions, respectively. The resulting
maps show images with different colors symbolizing various absorption feature wavelengths; each
color shows degree of saturation at different absorption depth (Figures 7 and 8). The absorption
wavelength position can be correlated with minerals and their occurrences, whereas absorption depth
is linked to relative abundance and grain size of certain minerals in a mixture.
Wavelength positions of deepest absorption features around 2200 nm are indicative of mica group
minerals [87,91–93]. The amphibole group minerals have MgOH absorption features at approximately
2300 and 2380 nm and chlorite group minerals show diagnostic absorption feature around 2254 nm [91,94].
The broad red curved lines observed in the absorption feature depth maps in Søndre Strømfjord region
are instrument related artifacts (Figure 8). These pixels have erroneous values between 2200 to 2300 nm.
Since this wavelength range holds valuable mineralogical information and only a few lines of the
image are affected, this wavelength range is not excluded from the dataset.
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After compressing the main data variability of the dataset, using a MNF transformation, it is 
possible to assess the material spatial variability, define end-members (Figure 9) and employ an 
unsupervised classification (i.e., SAM). Defining and clustering the end-members is the only expert-
dependent parts of the analysis. In this particular hyperspectral dataset (Figure 10b,e), the first 15 
eigenvectors of the MNF transformation contain coherent information, which can be used for further 
Figure 7. Wavelength position maps of the Karrat area, highlighting lithological variations associated
with differences in the abundance of: (a) AlOH; (b) FeOH; and (c) MgOH bearing minerals draped
on a grayscale pseudo-orthophoto. Non-geological material (such as vegetation) and areas strongly
affected by shadows were masked and excluded from HIS data cubes before applying the wavelength
mapping method and are indicated by white pixels. (d) Spatial context is provided by the true color
pseud -orthophoto. See Section 3.2.1 for a detailed description of matching hyperspectral products to
the pseudo-orthophoto.
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Figure 8. Wavelength position maps of the Søndre Strømfjord area, highlighting lithological variations
associated with differences in the abundance of: (a) AlOH; (b) FeOH; and (c) MgOH bearing minerals
draped on a grayscale pseudo-orthophoto. Non-geological material (such as vegetation) and areas
strongly affected by shadows were masked and excluded from HIS data cubes before applying the
wavelength mapping method and are indicated by white pixels. (d) Spatial context is provided by the
true color pseudo-ortho hoto. See Secti n 3.2.1 for a detailed description of matching hyperspectral
products to the s udo-orthophoto.
After compressing the main data variability of the dataset, using a MNF transformation,
it is possible to assess the material spatial variability, define end-members (Figure 9) and employ
an unsupervised classification (i.e., SAM). Defining and clustering the end-members is the only
expert-dependent parts of the analysis. In this particular hyperspectral dataset (Figure 10b,e), the
first 15 eigenvectors of the MNF transformation contain coherent information, which can be used for
further processing. Visualization of the MNF bands as red-green-blue (RGB) images contributed to
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initial interpretation of the geology and simplified locating of the target materials for further spectral
classification. Despite the low number of mineralogy related characteristic absorption features in the
SWIR spectral range, a differentiation of lithological end-members is possible due to small differences
in the slope, convexity and intensity of reflectance (Figure 10b,e). The shallow absorption features of
surface minerals in the spectra make it difficult to separate mineralogical surface information from
artifacts in the images (Figure 9). Spectra are thus normalized using the continuum removal technique
to enable a detailed analysis of absorption features [89]. The main absorption related to muscovite
is around 2200 nm, whereas absorption features around 2320 and 2380 nm are related to MgOH in
amphiboles. The SWIR region from chlorite spectra often displays a FeOH absorption feature near
2254 nm and two MgOH features near 2320 nm and 2380 nm [94].
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in good correspondence with what is observed in the field and clearly reflects the generally lower 
metamorphic grade (greenschist to amphibolite facies) of the Nûkavsak Formation. Furthermore, the 
different mineralogy (pyroxene, biotite) of the overlying Archean basement nappe (Kigarsima 
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cliff, is also detected in the mineral map. The analysis of hyperspectral imagery for Søndre Strømfjord 
region shows the Kangâmiut dykes intruding the intensely deformed Archean gneisses (Figure 10f). 
The foliation is clearly identifiable and several ductile and brittle structures can be observed in the 
dykes. Amphiboles represent the dominant minerals of these dykes, whereas mica as well as 
pyroxene are present at secondary abundances.  
Figure 9. Spectral end-members from the: (a) Karrat region; and (b) Søndre Strømfjord region.
Some differences between the end-member spectra are only visible at continuum-removed spectra
(not shown here).
Hard classification, as obtained with SAM, brings the spectrum property back to a single mineral
map. In reality, most pixels are mixtures; however, assignment to a hard class is based on the most
pronounced absorption features representing the dominant mineral. The results from SAM approach
show the variation in surface mineralogy in a variety of different colors (Figure 10c,f). The lower part
of the mineral map in the Karrat region (Figure 10c) is dominated by silli anite, sericite, pyroxene,
biotite classified pix ls. This part corresp nds t the section that comprises Archean basement rocks.
Chlorite and mica rich areas within the lower part corresponds to areas of accumulated loose material
derived from the overlying Nûkavsak Formation. The overlying Nûkavsak Formation is dominated
by chlorite/mica (muscovite), amphibole (actinolite), and biotite and jarosite classified pixels. This is
in good correspondence with what is observed in the field and clearly reflects the generally lower
metamorphic grade (greenschist to a phibolite facies) of the Nûkavsak Formation. Furthermore, the
different mineralogy (pyroxene, biotite) of the ov rlying Archean basement nappe (Kigarsima Nappe)
which as been overthrusted on top of th Nûkavsak Formation in the uppermo t part of the cliff,
is also detected in the mineral map. The analysis of hyperspectral imagery for Søndre Strømfjord
region shows the Kangâmiut dykes intruding the intensely deformed Archean gneisses (Figure 10f).
The foliation is clearly identifiable and several ductile and brittle structures can be observed in the
dykes. Amphiboles represent the dominant minerals of these dykes, whereas mica as well as pyroxene
are present at secondary abundances.
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Figure 10. 2D RGB pseudo-orthophotos with the resulting classification images from the: (a–c) Karrat;
and (d–f) Søndre Strømfjord regions draped on top. Pseudo-orthophoto textured with MNF image,
where bands 2, 5, and 7 are visualized in RGB (b,e); and pseudo-orthophoto textured with SAM
classification results (c,f). See Section 3.2.1 for a detailed description of matching hyperspectral
products to the pseudo-orthophoto.
3.2. Integration
3.2.1. Matching Hyperspectral Products to the 2D Outcrop Model Using Transformation Matrix
Different methods can be applied to determine the transformation parameters for matching
the hyperspectral data to the pseudo-orthophoto depending on the complexity f the scene.
In this tudy, th matchi g points derived from th SIFT method are use as c ntr l points to
establish corres ondence between the hyperspectral image y and the 2D pseudo-orthophoto using
GDALWarp-polynomial fitting function [95]. Once the rrespondence between the hyperspectral
scans and the pseudo-orthophoto is found (pixel coor inates of homologous points), the transformation
matrix is used to project the individual hyperspectral products on the 2D pseudo-orthop oto
(Figure 10). The georeferencing and its success highly depends upon the accuracy of the viewing angle
used for the resulting pseudo-orthophoto. Exploiting inaccurate viewing angle would complicate
the matching process by finding no, less or wrong points and thus would increase the required
processing time. Additionally, forced matching of the two image-sets induces distortions in the
resulting georeferenced AisaFENIX hyperspectral scan by strong interpolation of pixels and therefore
will have possible impacts on the final mapping results.
3.2.2. Transformation of Hyperspectral Products into a 3D Mod l
For each pixel in the hyperspectral products, 3D object space coordinates are derived by merging
the original orthophoto pixel locations preserved from previous steps to the new hyperspectral color
information (Figure 11). The 3D viewing allows the visualization and interpretation of hyperspectral
image products in conjunction with the 3D outcrop models.
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Figure 11. (a) 3D point cloud of the Karrat region textured with MNF image; Eigenvectors 2, 7 and 5 of
MNF Transform Data are visualized in RGB. x, y and z axes are indicated by red, green and blue colors,
respectively. (b) A zoomed area (indicated by white frame in (a)) is used to visualize the accuracy of
matching between the two datasets.
3.3. Evaluation
No ground truth is available for the direct validation of the dataset acquired. To allow for a
quantitative evaluation of the accuracy of the method, the coordinates of 10 control points (CPs), which
were manually extracted from the 2D pseudo-orthophoto, were compared to the ones from the warped
hyperspectral images by measuring distances in pixels between these related points. Experiments
show that the RMSE (Root-Mean-Square Error) in x and y directions is 6.7 and 8.4 pixels for Karrat and
3.9 and 4.5 pixels for Søndre Strømfjord, respectively (Table 1).
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Table 1. Quantitative evaluation of the registration accuracy using handpicked control points from the pseudo-orthophotos. Coordinates for the CPs are assessed
against the corresponding coordinates in reconstructed hyperspectral data along X and Y axes.
Study ID X-Ortho (Pixels) Y-Ortho X-Fenix Y-Fenix (Pixels) Diff-X (Pixels) Diff-Y (Pixels)
Karrat
CP 1 193.8593 193.8593 190.6042 517.9694 3.2552 2.9267
CP 2 219.3461 219.3461 220.2049 300.3276 −0.8589 −11.1290
CP 3 350.2552 350.2552 357.8391 481.0251 −7.5839 0.4825
CP 4 211.2367 211.2367 201.6286 802.7344 9.6081 0.8329
CP 5 21.24463 21.24463 35.28549 786.6907 −14.0409 12.2430
CP 6 232.0895 232.0895 235.4142 214.2756 −3.3247 −13.1219
CP 7 381.5344 381.5344 380.6374 864.7964 0.8970 −14.8896
CP 8 188.0669 188.0669 183.0522 954.3008 5.0147 3.3454
CP 9 98.86334 98.86334 94.81434 400.3867 4.0490 1.1852




CP 1 140.3506 922.3118 134.8122 915.8555 5.5383 6.4563
CP 2 105.2719 880.0375 106.2451 877.352 −0.9732 2.6855
CP 3 29.7179 713.6388 30.48011 719.6117 −0.7622 −5.9730
CP 4 265.3745 854.8528 266.0554 855.8231 −0.6810 −0.9703
CP 5 212.3068 642.582 215.5454 650.471 −3.2387 −7.8890
CP 6 343.6269 1202.941 350.5148 1204.425 −6.8879 −1.4839
CP 7 216.8041 1007.76 217.6155 1009.423 −0.8115 −1.6634
CP 8 161.9374 460.8926 162.9654 453.8132 −1.0279 7.0793
CP 9 36.01406 415.9199 28.82405 415.7237 7.1900 0.1962
CP 10 265.3745 1056.33 268.1255 1057.449 −2.7510 −1.1189
RSME-X RSME-Y (pixels)
3.9 4.5
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4. Discussion
Usually, the complex geology of Greenland is mapped using visual panoramas accessible either
from helicopter or from boat with only few incursions of field mapping on-shore. Photogeology based
on RGB acquisitions completes the limited in situ observations. Blind headwall and sidewall faults are
located and extrapolated to depth using an iterative technique involving geological map interpretation
and construction of cross-sections validated by restoration. Terrestrial imaging spectrometry for
mapping of near vertical geological outcrops has been the topic of many studies in recent years [35–38].
This approach has been applied in the Arctic by scanning the vertical cliffs from an opposing location
such as a neighboring mountain [48,60]. However, such approach is not always feasible where data
are to be acquired on a routine operational basis to provide information on mineralogy as part of
large-scale mapping operations. In addition, such scanning might not be possible when dealing with
steep coastal cliff sections where terrain accessibility hinders instrumentation setup.
We introduce here a novel and flexible approach for mapping near-vertical cliff sections along
fjords, coastlines and valleys in remote regions, which are difficult to map by means of classic geological
field campaigns or space-airborne remote sensing surveys. The results stress the use of detailed spectral
information from HSI and the geometric information from high-resolution photogrammetry data as
valuable support for meaningful outcrop analysis. Using the association of 3D photogrammetry
with spectral data has two main contributions to the existing tools available to the cartographers.
First, as depicted in Figure 10c,f, the hyperspectral data allow one to determine mineral associations
directly (e.g., minerals such as jarosite or chlorite) or indirectly (using proxies such as AlOH).
Mapping is therefore not only based on stratigraphy but on mineralogical-petrological data. The known
formations can easily be discriminated based on known geological structures such as the presence of
lenses or boudins with characteristic mineralogies. This enables geologists to distinguish the spatial
distribution of different rock types and minerals, in a non-contact manner, which is beneficial for
exploration in the arctic environment. Secondly, the point cloud allows the determination of the real
orientation of structures or lithologies. The knowledge of the spatial coordinates of points belonging
to planar features, such as bedding or faults, allows the calculation of the planes they belong to.
The resulting point cloud can be further analyzed with calculations of outcrop parameters such as
surface roughness and curvature, or with more sophisticated calculations used in semi-automatic
tracing of discontinuities, such as joints, fractures or beddings. A precise understanding of both
geometry and nature of the geology is very relevant for mineral exploration. In other words, the HSI
results can be joined with topographical and structural features and a combined 3D outcrop model can
be created to visualize the mapping results, which is an important addition to the way 3D mapping
is undertaken in the arctic. It has been postulated that the MVT Pb–Zn deposits at Maarmorilik
(Black Angel Mine in central west Greenland) may have been emplaced during fluid migration in
response to the Nunaarsussuaq thrust system advancing from the SE [48]. Better information on fault
geometries and hydrothermal alterations are thus fundamental for the localization of potential ore
deposits. This information is provided by the combination of HSI and SfM photogrammetry.
In the present study, scanning of the entire outcrop was achieved within one working day.
The automated workflow enables an easy processing of scenes of a large campaign and a much faster
provision of such data compared to manual approaches. Batch processing on multiple spectral data
is conducted for most of the preprocessing steps, and takes a few minutes for each spectral scene.
With respect to computational time, we observed that the most time-consuming part is generating the
correct pseudo-orthophotos required for accurate matching of the two datasets. This is comparable
in time to the setup of the stereo-images and subsequent extraction of terrain models. The matching
procedure also takes one to two days depending on the actual outcrop, the size of the point cloud, and
the accuracy of the camera position and orientation. The processing time can be greatly reduced if
these parameters are set correctly. This study confirms the ease with which this method can be applied,
but also shows that the various sensors used and the environmental effects encountered can make the
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calibration and analysis of these data types, a challenge. As a result, several theoretical assumptions
and practical considerations should be taken into account before applying this approach:
1. Accurate setup of white panel within the same distance and orientation as the outcrop, essential
for a realistic conversion to reflectance values, is not possible due to the inaccessibility of the
observed outcrop and the fact that the platform is in motion. Consequently, the atmosphere
between the vessel and vertical cliffs affects the surface reflectance spectra. Further spectral
processing is needed for eliminating these effects to ensure accurate and reliable image
spectra, which is crucial for the discrimination of geological targets and detailed spectral
mapping applications.
2. Collecting ground reflectance measurements from homogenous targets can be a solution for
calculating the calibration coefficients for each band and removing the effects of atmospheric
scattering and absorption to retrieve reliable data. However, when collecting reflectance spectra
of the targets on the ground, sufficient measurements should be made to adequately represent
any heterogeneity in the target, which due to the nature of near-vertical cliff sections is not always
an option. In addition, if there is to be any time-lag between the collection of ground and vessel
based data, then the spectral stability of the surface over time should be considered. Thus, it is not
a feasible approach, if data are to be acquired on a large spatial scale and within a short amount of
time, typical for geological surveys in the Arctic. This can alternatively be achieved by selecting
an atmospheric reference spectrum from the image and correcting the image spectra based on the
actual depth of atmospheric features. This approach requires additional development and could
be a scope for follow-up research.
3. An additional sensor-based challenge stems from the differences in the acquisition technology
of frame-based RGB cameras and hyperspectral push-broom scanners rotating on a tripod.
The resulting differences in viewing angle and perspective distortion can make the integration of
datasets difficult. As CloudCompare (version 2.9) only supports rasterizing using orthographic
view to project the point cloud onto a 2D plane, a python script was developed as part of this
study to generate the perspective view for reconstructing the accurate viewing angle.
4. From the mapping perspective, rocks of different chemical or mineral composition are sometimes
characterized by only subtle differences in reflectance spectra [84,96,97]. However, in the context
of steeply dipping cliff faces, variability in incident light also occurs causing spectral noise, which
may exceed the effect of the intrinsic composition of the rocks. In such cases, it is not possible to
uniquely separate and map rock units on vertical cliffs. Thus, it is essential to correct for these
effects to retrieve reliable data. Moreover, surrounding topography can have a high influence
on the local illumination within an image and can influence the measured at-sensor radiance by
casting shadows, blocking diffuse sky irradiance or adding additional ground reflections [35].
The radiance of the same material varies, if it is located on a slope oriented toward or away from
the sunlight incidence and optimal results are therefore achieved, when the view of the sensor is
perpendicular to the slope of the outcrop.
5. Shadows and change of scale could lead to misidentification of elevation points within the stereo
model. In the present study, the experiments were performed in cloudy weather and the outcrop
had a uniform steep slope without major changes in scale. The experiments as such were therefore
conducted under optimal conditions.
6. Considering the specification of the hyperspectral camera used here and assuming a range of 1.5 to
2.5 km, the ground pixel size would be approximately 2–4 m. This will pose a problem for the
matching of datasets if the photogrammetric point cloud is too high in spatial resolution (i.e., cm
pixel size in this study). As a solution, the point cloud can be downscaled (resampled) for finding
transformation matrix and later be used with the original scale to perform geological mapping.
7. Overall, the advantages of the method clearly outweigh the limitations, if those are considered
during data processing and taken into account for the interpretation of the results.
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Although the experiment clearly shows the potential of using horizontal hyperspectral scanning
and stereo-images for DOM generation for geological purposes, further testing in different settings,
scales and conditions would be beneficial to determine how the hyperspectral sensor performs under
different conditions. Generating detailed 3D outcrop models using platforms in motion and horizontal
scanning needs further testing at longer ranges and for different conditions. Similar studies could
be undertaken elsewhere and could be used to evaluate how well the conceptual understanding of
an area fits with the “real” three-dimensional structure. Data made available within this study could
form the backdrop of such detailed models. Furthermore, the method is not specifically designed
for AisaFenix hyperspectral data, and can easily be adapted to any available hyperspectral sensor.
Considering the fast development in various sensors (higher spectral and spatial resolution, better
performance, smaller sizes and lower weight) this method can be deployed from other platforms such
as helicopters, small airplanes or drones. Therefore, central to the presented workflow is the flexibility
and mobility of the method to provide information on mineralogy as part of large-scale mapping
operations (i.e., areas of hundreds or thousands of square kilometers). This makes the method highly
efficient in logistically challenging field areas like Greenland. Additionally, the proposed workflow
is not limited to lithological mineral mapping in the Arctic as the same concept can be used for
other applications. An interesting aspect, e.g., would be to integrate and compare the models with
geophysical properties or to constrain geophysical inversion models along the surface.
5. Conclusions
To the authors’ best knowledge, this is the first time a vessel is used for acquisition of spectral
data from vertical cliffs. Deployment of a platform in motion as opposed to terrestrial scanning has the
advantage that it is highly flexible and well suited for difficult and remote terrains, where a logistic
platform would provide a cheaper and time efficient solution as compared to the use of terrestrial
scanning. This simplifies the expansion of mapping in remote places (e.g., in Greenland), where a large
proportion of the area is still under-explored and the lack of infrastructure reduces the capabilities
to economically explore and locate mineral resources using traditional techniques. The proposed
automatic approach for combining spectral and point cloud data is a timesaving alternative to manual
approaches and has high potential for field geologists, who wish to establish accurate outcrop models
that can be brought to life and visualized in 3D surface models. These models can be freely rotated in
three dimensions and are well suited for visualization as well as for quantitative purposes in geological
mapping or in the preparation for field operations. The algorithms implemented work reliably even for
complex geometries and with high accuracy. Slightly distorted data, such as images over a low-relief
landscape, can be treated quickly using homographic or polynomial transformations and even the data
with high local distortions caused by the underlying topography can be processed. The key findings of
this study are as following:
1. The SIFT image-matching algorithm performs reliable matching between the two image
sets acquired from different viewpoints and with different spatial resolution and geometric
projections (i.e., spectral data with aerial high-oblique stereo-images collected from a helicopter
or near-horizontal stereo-images collected from a vessel using hand-held digital cameras).
2. Larger vessels provide a more stable platform for data acquisition (i.e., less pronounced pitch
and heave result in less distortion in the HSI data). Nevertheless, the presented method can cope
with the data captured from both small and large vessels.
3. The spectral mapping of hyperspectral imagery of vertical cliffs is not straightforward because of:
(a) the relatively shallow absorption features of surface minerals in the spectra; (b) the instrument
artifacts present in the data; and (c) the lack of ground samples of surface materials.
4. Despite the low number of mineralogy related characteristic absorption features in the SWIR
spectral range, a differentiation of lithological end-members is possible due to small differences
in the slope, convexity and intensity of the reflectance spectra.
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5. Three methods are deployed to make an assessment of the information content of the
hyperspectral images and the group of minerals present in the images: Mapping the wavelength
position of the deepest absorption features between 2100 and 2400 nm provides a useful
method for exploratory analysis of the surface mineralogy of vertical cliffs. By using a MNF
transformation, it is possible to assess the material spatial variability, define end-members and
employ a supervised classification. The SAM method provides information on the diversity
and composition of minerals and their occurrences on the surface. However, assigning pixels to
mineral classes could cause a loss of information.
6. The empirical line correction method assumes that there are no differences in illumination
across the image; therefore, changes in radiance due to cloud shadowing or topography are
not corrected. In addition to sensor and platform/specific geometric distortion corrections,
a subsequent topographic correction is highly recommended for sites with high relief or
sub/optimal illumination conditions during data acquisition. Using continuum removal in
a wavelength mapping technique reduces shadow effects and differences in scene illumination,
which enables the production of seamless map products. However, by doing so, the spectral
albedo, which links to the brightness of an object, is discarded. More importantly, the overall
reflectance is also a key to handle mapping of spectrally featureless minerals.
7. The method also assumes that the effect of the atmosphere is uniform across the image, but it
has been observed that atmospheric constituents, especially water vapor, can vary greatly over
short distances.
8. The method assumes that the earth’s surface consists of Lambertian reflectors, when in fact the
surfaces possess bi-directional reflectance properties [98,99], which will cause viewing geometry to
be an important control over the accuracy of the prediction equations. Non-Lambertian reflectance
is largely due to the presence of shadows caused by surface micro-relief. Further development
of the methodology will require consideration of the bi-directional reflectance properties of the
targets, and measurement of the spatial variability of the atmospheric path radiance throughout
the image.
9. The choice of the reference spectrum for removing the effect of atmosphere between the vessel and
the outcrop has a high influence on the quality of the spectral data and needs to be investigated
carefully, as it can otherwise create non-atmospheric absorption features. The reference spectra
should be selected: (a) from homogeneous extensive bare areas (at least several times the size of
the sensor ground instantaneous field-of-view) that are preferably located vertically; (b) devoid
of vegetation or other temporally variant features; and (c) ideally spectrally featureless.
10. Finally, we experienced that more accurate results can be achieved, if a perpendicular view to
the surface of outcrop is set for data acquisition and a view-based projection of 3D point cloud
onto 2D pseudo-orthophotos is used to project the individual hyperspectral products on the 2D
pseudo-orthophoto. Exploiting inaccurate viewing angle would complicate the matching process
of the two image-sets, thereby inducing distortions in the resulting georeferenced hyperspectral
scan, and therefore will have possible impacts on the final mapping results.
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